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Abstrat. We onsider onvolution operators generated by L1 funtions in Lp spaes andvarious spaes of almost periodi funtions. It turns out to be that if suh an operator isinvertible in one of these spaes, then it is invertible in all the spaes we onsider. Further, weprove that any onvolution has idential norms in many natural ouples of funtion spaes.Keywords: Convolution operators, almost periodi funtionsAMS subjet lassi�ation: 47G101. IntrodutionWe onsider onvolution operators ating in the spaes Lp and in the spaes of Bohr,Stepanov, and Besiovih of almost periodi funtions. We prove that in all the spaeswe onsider the invertibility for onvolutions take plae, or do not take plae, simulta-neuously.Next, we study norms of onvolutions in natural ouples of funtion spaes: Lp andBp, BSp and Sp, Cb and CAP . We prove that onvolution operators have identialnorms in eah of two members of any suh ouple.Our study is motivated by the results of M. Shubin [11, 12℄. In those papers resultson norms and invertibility (spetra) were proved for a wide lass of almost periodipseudo-di�erential operators, but only in the L2-B2 setting. The ase p 6= 2, as wellas the ase of Stepanov spaes, are not onsidered there. We attempt here to enlargethe range of spaes in whih suh \oinidene" results take plae. However, sine Lp-theory and, all the more, Bp- and Sp-theories of pseudo-di�erential operators are notwell-developed, we restrit ourself to the ase of onvolutions only. Even in this asea rih piture appears. We remark also that Lp-Bp setting was studied in [3, 4℄ fornonlinear di�erential operators. However, in these works the value of p depends on thestruture of operators under onsideration and plays the same role as p = 2 in the lineartheory. In a quite di�erent situation, for a lass of Wiener-Hopf operators on a half-axis, Yu. Karlovih and I. Spitkovsky [6℄ proved that invertibility in L2 is equivalent toinvertibility in B2, and implies the same in all Lp and Bp.G. Bruno: Univ. La Sapienza, Dip. MeMoMat, Via A. Sarpa 16, I-00161 Roma, ItaliaA. Pankov: State Ped. Univ., Dept. Math., Vinnitsa, Ukrainee-mail: bigi�dmmm.uniroma1.it and pankov�apmth.rts.vinnia.uaISSN 0232-2064 / $ 2.50  Heldermann Verlag Berlin



360 G. Bruno and A. PankovIn the present paper we deal with onvolutions de�ned on the real line only. Nev-ertheless, all the results and tehniques may be extended to the ase of onvolutions onRn without any diÆulties.2. PreliminariesWe use the standard notations Lp and Lplo (1 � p � 1) for the Lebesgue spaes andloal Lebesgue spaes, respetively, of omplex-valued measurable funtions on the realline R. Let ' 2 L1 and � 2 C. It is well-known [6℄ that the operator A de�ned by theformula Au = �u+ ' � u; (1)where � stands for the onvolution operation, ats ontinuously in eah spae Lp (1 �p � 1). All suh operators form an algebra whih is denoted by A.Now we introdue other spaes in whih operator (1) will be onsidered. Let usdenote by Cb the losed subspae of L1 formed by all bounded ontinuous funtions.Futhermore, for any p � 1 let us denote by BSp the spae of all funtions f 2 Lplo forwhih kfkSp = supt2R�Z t+1t jf(x)jpdx� 1p <1: (2)This is the spae of Stepanov bounded funtions (with exponent p). The losure in BSpof the set of all trigonometri polynomialsXfinite akei�kx (ak 2 C; �k 2 R)is denoted by Sp. It onsists of all Stepanov almost periodi funtions (with the exponentp). Similarly, the losure of all trigonometri polynomials in the spae Cb onsists of allBohr almost periodi funtions. The last spae is denoted by CAP . For any f 2 CAPthe mean value Mffg = limT!1 12T Z T�T f(t) dtis well de�ned. As a onsequene, for any f 2 CAP one an de�ne the normkfkBp = Mfjf jpg 1p :We de�ne the spae Bp of Besiovih almost periodi funtions (with the exponentp) as the ompletion of CAP with respet to the norm k � kBp . For more details onalmost periodi funtions we refer to [4, 5, 7, 8℄. We remark only that all the spaesjust introdued are Banah spaes and the ontinuous and dense embeddings Cb �BSp (p � 1) and CAP � Sp � Sq; CAP � Bp � Bq (p � q) take plae.Now we show that the algebra A ats naturally in all spaes we introdued.



On Convolution Operators 361Lemma 1. Let A 2 A. Then:1) A ats ontinuously in Cb.2) A ats ontinuously in CAP .Proof. The �rst part of the statement is well-known. Let us prove the seond one.Sine CAP is a losed subspae in Cb, one need only to show that Au 2 CAP providedu 2 CAP . By the Bohner riterion, u 2 CAP if and only if the family fu(�+ y)gy2Ris preompat in Cb. Now let u 2 CAP . Sine A is translation invariant, we have(Au)(� + y) = A[u(� + y)℄ (y 2 R). By ontinuity of A in Cb, we see that the familyf(Au)(�+ y)gy2R is preompatLemma 2. Any operator A 2 A ats ontinuously in BSp (1 � p <1) and leavesthe subspae Sp invariant.Proof. Without loss of generality we an assume that � = 0. Let u 2 BSp (p > 1)and p0 the dual exponent, i.e. 1p0 + 1p = 1. Using the H�older inequality, we have theinequalities Z �+1� ����ZR'(t)u(x� t)dt����p dx� Z �+1� �ZRj'(t)j 1p0 j'(t)j 1p ju(x� t)j dt�p dx� Z �+1� �ZRj'(t)j dt� pp0 �ZRj'(t)j ju(x� t)jpdt� dx� C Z �+1� �ZRj'(t)j ju(x� t)jpdt� dx= C ZR�j'(t)j Z �+1� ju(x� t)jpdx� dt� C k'kL1kukpSpwhere the onstant C > 0 does not depend on u. Thus, kAukSp � C kukSp and theoperator A ats ontinuously in BSp (p > 1).The ase p = 1 may be onsidered in the similar way; it is even simpler. The proofof the seond part of the lemma may be arried out exatly as in Lemma 1, using theversion of Bohner riterion for Stepanov almost periodi funtionsLemma 3. Let A 2 A and p � 1. Then there exists a onstant C = Cp(A) > 0whih depends only on A and p suh that kAukBp � C kukBp for all u 2 CAP .Proof. It goes along the same lines as in the proof of the �rst statement of Lemma2 Lemma 3 permits us to extend, by ontinuity, any operator A 2 A to an operatorating in Bp. Suh the extension is still denoted by A.



362 G. Bruno and A. PankovRemark 1. It is easy to see that the norms of all the operators we onsider areestimated by C k'kL1 .Remark 2. It is well-known that, given A 2 A, the adjoint operator A� in thesense of the sale Lp also belongs to A. Moreover, a simple alulation show us that theextension of A� to Bp is in fat the adjoint operator of A in the sense of the sale Bp.3. Invertibility of onvolutionsTo any operator A 2 A of form (1) one an assoiate its symbol a(�) de�ned by theformula a(�) = �+ '̂(�) (3)where '̂ is the Fourier transform of '. It is well-known (see, e.g., [9℄) that a(�) is aontinuous funtion on R and lim�!1 a(�) = �. Therefore, a(�) may be regarded asa ontinuous funtion on R, the one-point ompati�ation of the real line. The set Ais a ommutative algebra with the natural involution A 7! A�. The map A 7! a(�)is a homomophism A ! C(R) of algebras with involution. Here the algebra C(R)of ontinuous funtions on R is endowed with the natural involution, i.e. omplexonjugation.Theorem 1. Let A 2 A. The following statements are equivalent:(i) a(�) is nowhere vanishing on �R;(ii0) A is invertible in Lp0 for some p0 2 [1;1).(ii) A is invertible in Lp for all p 2 [1;1).(iii0) A is invertible in Bp0 for some p0 2 [1;1).(iii) A is invertible in Bp for all p 2 [1;1).(iv) A is invertible in Cb.(v) A is invertible in CAP .(vi0) A is invertible in BSp0 for some p0 2 [1;1).(vi) A is invertible in BSp for all p 2 [1;1).(vii0) A is invertible in Sp0 for some p0 2 [1;1).(vii) A is invertible in Sp for all p 2 [1;1).Proof. Assume that a(�) 6= 0 for all � 2 R. By the lassial Wiener theorem thefuntion b(�) = 1a(�) is of the form b(�) = 1� +  ̂(�) where  2 L1. Hene the operatorBu = 1�u +  � u ats in all the spaes we onsider and is the inverse to A. Thus, (i)implies all other statements listed above. Moreover, it is easy to see that statement (ii0)with p0 = 1 implies statement (i).Now let us suppose that statement (ii0) is ful�lled. Without loss of generality, wemay assume p0 > 1. Consider the operators Tu = �u and (J(u))(x) = u(�x). It isobvious that T 2 = J2 = I, J is linear and T is antilinear. A diret alulation showsthat A = JTA�TJ: (4)



On Convolution Operators 363Sine A� is invertible in Lp00 , p00 being the dual exponent, (4) implies that A is invertiblein Lp00 . By the Riesz-Thorin theorem, A is invertible in L2. Sine (Au)(�) = a(�)û(�),we have proved statement (i).The rest of the proof is simple. For example, assume statement (v) to hold. Lete�(x) = exp(i�x) (� 2 R). Then Ae� = a(�)e� and ke�kCAP = 1. If there exists abounded inverse operator A�1, then we easily have 1 � ja(�)j kA�1k (� 2 R). Byontinuity of a(�), the same inequality holds for all � 2 R. Hene, a(�) 6= 0 for all � 2 Rand statement (v) implies statement (i). The same argument proves that eah of thestatements (iii0), (iv), (vi0), (vii0) implies statement (i) and the proof is ompleteRemark 3. The impliations (i) , (ii)0 , (ii) are well-known (see, e.g., [10℄). Wehave inluded here the proof for the sake of ompleteness.4. Norms of onvolutionsNow we want to study onnetions between norms of onvolution operators ating invarious funtion spaes. As usual, L(E) stands for the spae of all bounded linearoperators in a Banah spae E.We start with the spaes BSp and Sp. We need the following additional ontinuityproperty of onvolutions.Lemma 4. Let A 2 A. If uk is bounded in BSp and uk ! u in Lplo, then Auk !Au in Lplo.Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that � = 0 and u = 0. Fixx0 > 0. By assumption, Z x0�x0 juk(x� t)jpdx � C (5)where the onstant C > 0 is independent on k and t. As in the proof of Lemma 2, wehave Zjxj�x0 jAuk(x)jpdx � C Zjxj�x0 �ZRj'(t)j juk(x� t)jpdt� dx:Then, for any t0 > 0,Zjxj�x0 jAuk(x)jpdx � C "Zjtj�t0 + Zjtj�t0#"j'(t)j Zjxj�x0 juk(x� t)jpdx# dt=: I1 + I2:Let " > 0. Due to (5), I1 � C Zjtj�t0 j'(t)j dtand I1 � " if t0 is hoosen large enough. NowI2 � C Zjtj�t0 j'(t)j dt Zjyj�x0+t0 juk(y)jpdy � Ck'kL1 Zjyj�x0+t0 juk(y)jpdy:Sine uk ! 0 in Lplo, we see that I2 � " if k is large enough. The proof is omplete



364 G. Bruno and A. PankovRemark 5. It is easy to verify that if uk is bounded in BSp and uk ! u in Lplo,then u 2 BSp and lim inf kukkSp � kukSp .Theorem 2. Let A 2 A. Then for any p 2 [1;1)kAkL(BSp) = kAjSpkL(Sp): (6)Proof. Let a and b stand for the left- and right-hand sides of (6), respetively.Sine Sp is a losed subspae of BSp, we have b � a, and we need only to prove thata � b: (7)By de�nition, a = sup �kAukSp : u 2 BSp with kukSp � 1	b = sup �kAvkSp : v 2 Sp with kvkSp � 1	:Let u 2 BSp. Given T > 0, let uT be the 2T -periodi extension of uj[�T;T ℄ to R. Itis easy to verify that kukSp = limT!1 kuT kSp and kuT kSp � kukSp � 1. Also, it isobvious that uT ! u in Lplo as T !1. Sine A is a bounded operator, we see that AuTis uniformly bounded in BSp and 2T -periodi (hene, almost periodi). By Lemma 4,AuT ! Au in Lplo. By Remark 3, lim infT!1 kAuTkSp � kAukSp . This implies (7),and we onludeRemark 5. A similar approah was used in [11: Proof of Proposition 2.2℄.In the same way, using uniform onvergene on ompat sets instead of Lplo-onver-gene, one an prove the followingTheorem 3. Let A 2 A. ThenkAkL(Cb) = kAjCAP kL(CAP ) = kAjC0kL(C0)where C0 = fu 2 Cb : limx!1 u(x) = 0g is a losed subspae of Cb.Now we onsider the spaes Lp and Bp.Theorem 4. Let A 2 A. ThenkAkL(Lp) = kAkL(Bp): (8)Proof. First we give a separate proof for the ase p = 1, sine it lari�es the dualitybetween this ase and Theorem 3. Then we onsider the general ase. It is well-known(see, e.g, [6℄ or [12℄) thatkukL1 = sup� j(u; v)jkvkL1 : 0 6= v 2 L1� :By the lassial Lusin Theorem (see [6℄ or [12℄) one an replae here L1 by Cb. There-fore, kAkL(L1) = sup� j(Au; v)jkukL1kvkCb : 0 6= u 2 L1 and 0 6= v 2 Cb� : (9)



On Convolution Operators 365Now we reall that B1 and CAP are naturally isomorphi to L1(RB) and C(RB), re-spetively, where RB is the so-alled Bohr ompati�ation [4, 5℄ and L1(RB) is regardedwith respet to the Haar measure on RB . Hene, we have as abovekAkL(B1) = sup� j(Au; v)BjkukB1kvkCAP : 0 6= u 2 B1 and 0 6= v 2 CAP� : (10)Sine (Au; v) = (u;A�v) and (Au; v)B = (u;A�v)B, we onlude that kAkL(L1) =kA�kL(Cb) and kAkL(B1) = kA�kL(CAP ), and Theorem 3 implies the required.Now we onsider the general ase assuming for de�niteness that p > 1. For the sakeof brevity, let us denote by a and b the left- and right-hand sides of (8), respetively.We have a = sup�kAukLpkukLp : 0 6= u 2 C with supp u �� R�b = sup�kAvkBpkvkBp : 0 6= v 2 CAP�where "X �� Y " means that X is a ompat subset of Y . Sine ompatly supportedontinuous funtions are dense in L1, we an hoose a sequene 'n of suh funtions suhthat 'n ! ' in L1. By Remark 1, kAnkL(Bp) ! kAkL(Bp) and kAnkL(Lp) ! kAkL(Lp),where An stands for the operator generated by 'n. Therefore, we an assume that thekernel ' itself is ontinuous and ompatly supported.Now let u 2 C and supp u � [�T0; T0℄. For T � T0 we denote by �uT the 2T -periodiextension of uj[�T0;T0℄ to R and set uT = (2T ) 1p �uT . It is easy to verify thatkuTkBp = kukLp : (11)Sine ' is ompatly supported, we see that A(uT ) = (Au)T , provided T is large enough.Due to (11) we have kAuTkBp = kAukLp (12)for suh T . Now using (11) and (12), we have kAukLp = kAuTkBp � bkuT kBp = bkukLpfor T being large enough. This implies that a � b.Now let us prove that b � a. For any T > 0, let �T be the harateristi funtionof the interval [�T; T ℄. For v 2 CAP it is easy to see thatlimT!1 12T k�T vkpLp = kvkpBp : (13)We want to show that limT!1 12T kA(�T v)kpLp = kAvkpBp : (14)In view of (13), to do this it suÆes to prove thatlimT!1 12T k�TAv �A(�T v)kpLp = 0: (15)



366 G. Bruno and A. PankovFirst of all, we observe that BT = �TA � A�T is an integral operator with the kernel'T (x; t) = �T (x)'(x� t)� '(x � t)�T (t). Moreover, BT ats in L1 and is uniformly(with respet to T ) bounded in this spae. In partiular, we see that for � 2 (0; 1)limT!1 12T ZT�T��jxj�T+T� jBT v(x)jpdx = 0 (16)sine the domain of integration has Lebesgue measure of order T�. Now we haveZjxj�T+T� jBT v(x)jpdx � Zjxj�T+T� dx"Zjtj�T j'(x� t)j jv(t)j dt#pwhere jx � tj � T�. Sine the support of ' is ompat, we see that in the right-handside '(x� t) = 0 if T is large enough. Hene12T Zjxj�T+T� jBT v(x)jpdx = 0: (17)Similarly, 12T Zjxj�T�T� jBT v(x)jpdx = 0: (18)Puting together (16) - (18), we get (15) and, hene, (14). NowkAvkpBp = limT!1 12T kA(�T v)kpLp � ap limT!1 12T k�T vkpLp = apkvkpBp :Therefore, b � a. Hene, a = bAknowledgements. The authors thank A. Avantaggiati for helpful disussions.The paper was started during the visit of the seond author to the Dipartimento MeMo-Mat of the University "La Sapienza" in Roma (Italy) in May 1998, and ompleted duringhis visit to the Institut f�ur Mathematik of the Humboldt Universit�at Berlin (Germany)in September - Deember 1998) under support from Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft.He is very grateful to the members of both institutions for their kind hospitality. At last,the work of the seond author is also partially supported by the Ukrainian FundamentalResearh Foundation, grant 1.4/44.
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